Oscar Peñaranda is the author of the award-winning poetry collection *Full Deck (Jokers Playing)*, and the collection of stories *Seasons by the Bay*, which was awarded best fiction of 2004 (Global Filipino Literary Awards) and 2005 winner of the award for fiction from PAWA (Philippine American Writers and Artists).

Edwin Agustín Lozada, inspired by the 19th Century Philippine writers, primarily writes in Spanish to maintain a now-rare tradition of literature in Spanish by Filipinos. This year he edited the anthology *Remembering Rizal*, a collection of poems, plays, artwork, and prose in honor of Jose Rizal’s 150th birthday. Lozada has also published two poetry collections: *Sueños anónimos (Anonymous Dreams)* and the bilingual *Bosquejos/Sketches*.

**Monday, October 17 - 6:30 pm**

**Serramonte Library**

**40 Wembley Drive, Daly City**